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ABSTHACT
The magnitude of the energy @p in nuclear mattar associated
viith a highly correlated ground state of th0 type believed to be
important in the theory of superconductivity has been evaluated
theoretically. The integral equation of Coopcr ll Hills, and Sessler is
linearized and transformed into a form suitable for nwuerica1 solution.
Tilo energy g "P, calculated 1y using an a.ppropriate single-partiole potQlltial
and the G~wuel-TIlaler two-body potential, is found to be a very strong
function of the density of nuclear matter, and of the 6ffl;~ctive mas;:; at
the Feroi surface. It is concluded that the ma.gnitude of the encrQ7 gap
for nuclear matter should not be co,:1pdred directly with experimental values
for finita nuclei, nlthough the results suggest that if the
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theory is extended to apply to finite nuclai it probably would be in
agreement with experiment.
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1. INTRObuCTION
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1It was pointed out by Bohr, Mottelson~and Pines that the spectra
of even-even nuclei have an l'energy gap" and that the low-lying states
of atomic nuclei mignt have a collective character which could be described
in a manner similar to that proposed by Bardeen, Coope~ and Schrieffer2
in their theory of superconductivity.
If realistic nucleon-nucleon forces are to be used, it is difficult
to make a quantitative theoretical evaluation of this suggestion for
finite nuclei. However, Cooper, Hills, <md Sessler] have shol-.'U how the
BCS method could be applied to i~inite systems of strongly interacting
4f~rmions and it has been shown that nuclear matter does in fact have a
gap in its energy spectrum.
The object of the present paper is to determine the magnitude of
the energy gap for nuclear matter with a vieVi to gaining some ins ight
into the possible results of extending the theory to finite sy:.;tems.
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In the next section, the basic equations of the theory are
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described, linearized and rearranged into a form suitable for numorical
solution. The results are presented in the fonn of three figures and
discussed in the final section.
II DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATION
1. Basic Equation~
The equations from which the energy gap may be calculated are
presented in Ci1S and may be obtained from equations bri.efly derived in
another pape:r5 of this issue by letting ~~ (;1Q •
An infinite SYSt8Q of Ferm1Qns has an ener~r spectrum with a g~p,
if there is a non:'trivial solution of the equation
g (~) =
where
(I)
a.nd
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where ~(k) is the effective single-particle energy in nuclear matter.
The internucleon potential is
The function ~ (1:) is the
60 Equation (l) is nonlinear.
v(r) and y.. (r) the correlation function.
- ._.' .....
Fourier transform of ~(!) = - vCr) ~(r),
..., -~_.......
In the numerical computations to be described here, the linear
approximation' to Eqs. (1) and (2) will be used. It io aSBwned that
~ (!:) is a. slowly vary ing function of k which may be replaced by a
-
constant .§o ~hich becomes the eigenvalue of Eq. (1).
2. Rearrangement of the Equations
The simplest way to obtain accurate numerical solutions of Eqs.
(1) and (2) is to transform. the equations by the method described in ES.
The only differences Cl.re (i) we take the limit fJ.-~pO and reta,in f::'o
in the equations instead of ~c" and (ii) there are S-state solutions
,
for nuclear matter and they give rise to the largest energy gap.
Using Dirac notation, we define
where
and
Ii> = IJ..p> (;·0 v-lp>J
t Su [iJ",,>L.h.1 - 1-1<1'"'>(4-11
o J ~(~)l
tb)
Also let
o
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then, by the method described in Section III 1 of ES, it 1s found
that
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-
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•
(g)
The procedure used 1s to solve the coordinate space representative
of Eq. (4) for (rl r) and to use the solution to evaluate [kF1v \..~).
This value is put into Eq.(8~from which 60 may be determined. The energy
gap ~E is 2 §o (see ref 2).
The integrand on the right-hand side of Eq.(7) is sharply peaked
at the :F'enni s.urface, so that it is sufficient to use the effective mass
approxi..-nation
·1<(m' being the effective diaSS at tli<~ Fermi Surface) and tho method of
evaluating L(;@ ) described by ES to find
)..Jc ;>.. f .11 .:t~A'F 1~E== 'b.:t ;2.p ~ l!.D)..It' 1f- ~ J1("/k p '>-1yv ::L/l1'\,
.-
.3. Numerical Procedures
The internucleon potential to be used h~s a hard core of radius
c and an external attraction, for which we make the approximation of
ignoring vCr) ¢(r) for r<:c ( ¢(r) =(r\ t> ) while retaining the
~-function contribution on the core. Then, for S-states, the coordinate
representative of Eq. (4) becrnnes
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where
Go f!oJIv'} ~ t ~':M
o
Now
~/2.A..~Af,/ -4 .hf 4 ~Af~/J
'~(Ja.-) ~ e, (kpJ I
Eq. (11)
Eq. (13).
has now to be solved nWlle:rically and (_~\ '1\ kF,> calculated
The nUllleri.cal procedures us od were describ~~d in Appendix I
of ES. Since the singular part of vCr) )6(r) has b8en removed explicitly
the nU1llber of Gauss points in the quadrature could be reduced without
essential loss of a.ccuracy.
4. Potentials
The best ava.ilable two-nucleon potential has been obtained
phenomenologically by Gammel and Thaler- 7 In S -states there is probably
an energy gap for triplet as well as singlot states. However, the singlet
gap is certainly larger and, in view of the c~nplications introduced by
tensor forces, the triplet gap has not been calculated here.
The Gammel-Thaler form of vCr) is
"\rIA) :::
For the 1 S state, v
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"" 425.5 Hev,~ ... 1.45 f and c "" 0.4 f.
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For the single-particle energies, we have taken the forr4~
where
2-tr-
+ Vlk.) )
\/Yo
(v and. ~ ar13 deterr.'LineJ. by the rcquire:nents that .1?.. (I<t,,) shall equalo ~
the energy per nucleon in nuclear matter (-15.5 Hev at normal density)
~;c
and that the effective l;lass ffi at the FcI'lJ"..i Surface, defined by
-
-
~tJ.J p
"",I\I-)f-
[I'l)
shall have a specified value. The results are to be quoted as a funct,ion of m 1m.
III HESULTS AIm DISCUSSION
The results of thtJ cEilculations arc presented in Figs. 1, 2,and 3.?
,'.
which shu..... the variation of the energy gap with TA'~ at two densities
~orm2.1 der;~3ity,
the vari~tion with density for
and a reduced Gnncity, KF =: 1. 0 f-
1 ), and
m':' =: m (i.e. V(k) = 0).
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We have also studied the sensitivity of the quantity
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T=
by examining thr8e cases:
(1) Schrodinger Equation, Le. \.e.<k) - ..e..(kF)t
h2 2 22m (k - ky ), for which T Ie: - 5.06 •
(2) V(k) -= 0 , for which T ~ - 4.02.
i5 replaced by
*(3) V(k) corresponding to m ~ 0.67, for which T = - 6.43 .
Thus T is not ver~r sensitive to the exclusion principle or the
dispersive properties of nuclear matter, so that the strong dependence
of ~E on these effects is localized into L1 ( _E? 0) (see Eq. (8),).
For rou8h e5timat~s of the magnitude of LlE, then, it is sufficient
to replace T in Eqs. (10) and (If) by (-cot $" ) 8 where -0 is the
Schroding8r eqmltion ph!3.8o shift for rebtiva momentum hkF • Equation (10)
becomes
6E-
and this approximation improveE as 8decreases.
Equation (19) LOW Sh01.,rS why the tmere;y gap is such a rapidly
varying function of density and ;Jffoctive mass and why it is so small
at normal density. The IS phase shift} ~J is aL~o8t zero at a
momentum corresponding to normal density,and increases rapidly as the
momentum decreases (i.e. as the density decreases). Since both cot~
*and m appear in the exponent in Eq. (19), a snall change in either
- 10 -
quantity produces a large change in AE.
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Consequently it is difficult to draw any quantitative conclusions
about the energy gap in finite nuclei from a study of nuclear matter, since
at least one very important effect is the variation in density of finite
nuclei associated with the nuclear surface.
However, the order of magnitude of the energy gap in finite nuclei
might be est~uated by averaging the nuclear matter gap over densities
from zero to normal density (y~
..
-1
varying from zero to 1.4 f ). It can
be seen from Figs. 1, 2,and 3 that such an estL~ate would be consistent
with the gaps observ0d in heaV'J nuclei1 so that a theory of finite nuclei
.~
analogous to the one prosented here mlght. well be expected to be in agreement
with experil'.'1.cnt.
One of us (V.J .E.) ,,,rishes to acknowledge a Harkness FelloHship
from the Commonwealth Fund of New York.
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FIGUP.E CAPTIONS
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Fig. 1 The energy gap in nuclear matter as a funotion of the effective
mass at the Fermi 9J.rface, for "nomal density" corresponding to
. -JkF ... 1.40 f • The binding energy per nucleon has baen taken to be 15.5 Mev
in the evaluation of V(k) (Eq. ~6) et seq).
Fig. 2 The mlergy gap in nuclear matter as a function of density for
*m ~ m, i.e.) ignoring the dispersive effects of nua1e~r matter.
The energy gap in nuclear matter as a function of the effective
muss at the Fermi Surface, for a reduced density corresponding to
-1k f ~ 1.0! • The binding energy per nucleon has been taken to be 10.0 Mev
in the evaluation of V(k) (Eq. (16) at eeq.).
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